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is an unlocking program designed for Samsung phones and tablets.n To unlock a Samsung device, you need to. The program
contains several options. This is, in particular, unlocking a smartphone using Flash or Touch ID. With this program, you can

transfer money, receive various push notifications, and even find new photos on Facebook. Unlocking your device with iUnlock
can help in other cases as well: With the help of the program, you can block the keys for turning on the phone, lock (not display
on the screen), volume (not mute) and block the call (not call the call) on the phone. Samsung smartphone and tablet used in cars

The results of the analysis of the impact of the mass loss of Tesla devices and electric vehicles on safety have become known.
At the same time, it becomes obvious that the use of an electric car in urban conditions does not lead to a violation of traffic

rules and the consequences of an accident. This was announced at a hearing on improving safety among car drivers, an employee
of the Department of Transport under the Ministry of Transport of Chile, Professor Aurelio Cortes. The speech of Professor
Cortes gave a positive result. The police support the conclusions of the professor, aimed at preventing accidents with injured

pedestrians and the drivers themselves and pedestrians injured as a result of an accident. The results of Professor Cortez's work
on the safety of drivers with electric vehicles in the city of Chile gave a positive result in ensuring road safety. Details at the

link: There is a video on my channel on the topic: Reliability of an electric car on the road. Professor Korter's assessment. For
those who are interested, please subscribe to the channel. your Samsung phone with Samsung Unlock software!n This software

will permanently unlock your Samsung device! Unlocking will occur automatically at the first lock and in the future this
function will be automatically activated by pressing the unlock button. If you do not have access to the Internet, you can use the

function - forced blocking of S-Code (Call Recorder). In this case, you will need to enter the original S-code of your phone
model. After that, on the phone screen you will see the inscription - Reset to factory settings. After resetting your Samsung

phone, you will regain access to the Internet.Samsung NAV-2000 is now in your shopping cart Samsung CTS-550 is now in your
shopping cart
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